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Short Mount
Setup Guide
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The mount holds Navdy in the best position to safely show you  
information while you’re driving.

We’ll walk you through how to set up the mount and install the Display.  
Start by trying the short mount. If you need to switch to the medium  
or tall mount, we’ll let you know later. 

It’s best to install your mount in a cool environment, out of direct sunlight.  
Make sure you’re in a well-ventilated location because you may need to   
turn on your car.

Be sure to read all safety instructions and product and installation warnings 
contained in Warnings, Specifications & Warranty document before installing 
your Navdy device.

Getting Started With Navdy

Overview
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Learning About the Mount

Steps

1. Take the Navdy box to your car and remove the short mount.  
Leave the protective sheet on the bottom of the mount for now.

2. Compare the mount to the image on the opposite page.

3. You can gently bend and shape the mount. It’s flexible enough to hug  
a rounded or angled dashboard.

Goal: Get comfortable with the short mount.

Prepare

Tip: Use the contouring grooves to fold the wings and tail.
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Fitting the Mount

Steps

1. Set the mount on your dashboard between the steering wheel  
and the windshield. 

2. Adjust the flexible wings and tail as needed to form the mount                                   
to the curvature of the dashboard.

Goal: Find the best position on your dashboard for the mount.

Prepare

Tip: Navdy works best when fitted snugly to your dashboard.
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You can adjust the flexible wings and tail. Make sure the mount is completely flush on the 
dashboard.
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Inserting the Power Puck

Steps

1. Remove the power cable from the box.

2. Slide the power puck end of the power cable into the mount until  
you hear a click.

Goal: Insert the power puck end of the power cable into the mount  
on your dashboard.

Tip: The cord of the power puck comes out towards your windshield.

Prepare
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Placing the Display

Steps

1. Take the Display out of the box. Don’t remove the lens cover or any  
of the protective stickers yet.

2. With the mount still on your dashboard, hold the Display at an angle  
and hook the bottom of the Display to the platform. Make sure the   
Navdy logo is facing you while doing this motion.

3. From your position in the driver’s seat, the Display should be  
horizontally level and centered in front of you. You can readjust the   
mount as necessary to accomplish this.

Goal: Attach the Display to the top of the mount.

Prepare

Tip: There’s a magnet that secures the Display to the power puck. As you attach the 
Display, the magnet will help pull the two pieces together with a “click”.
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Center Navdy in your line of sight.
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Adjusting the Lens

Steps

1. Flip the lens up. Remove the lens cover and the plastic films on both   
sides of the lens.

2. Touching only the edges, tilt the lens until the Navdy logo is centered.

3. Once you’ve centered the logo, peel the protective sticker from the front  
of the screen that faces the lens inside the Display.

Goal: Center information on the lens. The lens is the clear rectangular  
part of the Display that you look through to see information. 

Tip: If the lens gets dirty, you can clean it with the carrying pouch provided in your 
Navdy box. Never use acetone-based or harsh cleaners. 

Prepare
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Flip lens up.

Remove protective 
lens cover and 
plastic films.

Adjust lens angle until you center the Navdy  
logo. Then remove the protective sticker.
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Finding the Best Lens Position

Steps

1. Sit in the driver’s seat of your car and look at the lens. You should  
see the road through the lens without anything blocking your view.  
The road shouldn’t be hidden by the body of the Display. 

2. You may need to adjust the height and angle of your seat or change  
to a medium or tall mount if the lens can’t be positioned correctly.

Goal: Position the Display so the lens sits where your focus naturally  
rests on the road. 

Tip: If you can’t find the right lens position, try adjusting the location of the 
Display between the windshield and the steering wheel. If that doesn’t help, 
open up the Medium & Tall Mount guide.

Prepare



Display body is blocking your view of the 
road. If the Display body blocks the view 
of the road, it is too high. Try adjusting 
the height or angle of your seat.
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The road is visible through the lens. 
Display body isn’t blocking your view  
of the road and is level.

Lens not fully in the road. If you can’t see 
the road through the lens, or the lens is 
partially cut off, then the lens may be too 
low. You may need to use the medium or 
tall mount.

Success Problem: Too HighProblem: Lens Blocked
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Securing the Mount to the Dashboard

Steps

1. Remove the Display from the top of the mount by tilting the rear of the 
display upwards and set it nearby.

2. Lift the mount off the dashboard and set it aside.

3. Clean your dashboard, remove the protective sheet, and secure the mount  
to your dashboard.  

4. Once the mount is secured, reattach the Display to the top of the mount  
just like you did on page 10.

Goal: You’re ready to install Navdy! In this step you’ll secure the mount  
to your dashboard.

Tip: Removing and reapplying the mount won’t harm your dashboard. It’s OK to adjust 
the position of the mount even after you’ve secured it. 

Install
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Clean Dashboard

Clean your dashboard using the 
towelette in your Navdy box. If 
your dashboard has been treated 
or waxed, you may also need to use 
soap and water to clean the area. Let 
your dashboard dry before securing             
the mount.

Secure Mount to Dashboard

Place the mount on your dashboard in 
the same position as earlier and firmly 
press down. For best results, make sure 
to install Navdy when the dashboard 
isn’t warm.

Remove Protective Sheet

Remove  the protective sheet from the 
bottom of the mount and set it aside  
in case you need it later. 
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Learning About the Power Cable
The power cable is how information like speed and fuel level get from your  
car to the Navdy Display. It’s also how Navdy receives power.

The power puck end of the cable should already be attached to the mount. 
The OBD-II plug end of the power cable gets plugged into your car’s On-board 
Diagnostics port (OBD-II). We’ll explain how to find the port on the next page.

Install
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Cable Clips

Velcro Strap

OBD-II Plug End

Power Puck End
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Plugging In the Power Cable

Steps

1. Locate your OBD-II port by entering the make and model of your car in the 
Navdy app or at navdy.com/support. You can also refer to the three most 
common locations for the port in the image on the opposite page.

2. Plug the power cable into your car’s OBD-II port.

Goal: Find your OBD-II port and plug in the power cable.

Tip: If you can’t find your OBD-II port after entering your car information in the app,  
we can help. Contact us at navdy.com/support.

Install
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OBD-II Port

OBD-II Port Locations

The most common locations  
for the port.

OBD-II Plug End of Power Cable
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Tidying Up the Cable

Steps

1. Take everything out of the box called “Cable Clips”. 

2. Remove the protective sheet from under the largest clip and secure it  
to your dashboard near the windshield. Attach the power cable to the  
clip by pressing the cable into the groove.

3. Press the power cable into the seams and weatherstripping around  
the edge of the dashboard.

4. Bundle any remaining cable using the velcro strap and tuck it away.

Goal: Tidy up and secure the power cable to get it out of your way.

Install

Tip: Make sure the cable is held by the smaller clips so it’s out of the way of your car’s 
controls, pedals, and levers. Clean your dashboard before applying the clips.
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Large 
Cable Clip

Velcro Strap

Small 
Cable Clip
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Learning About the Dial

Install

You’ll use the Dial to navigate and interact with the Display. Use your    
thumb to press the center button or rotate it left or right.

Remove the Dial and the Dial battery from your Navdy box and  
unwrap them.
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Install

Inserting the Dial Battery

Steps

1. Turn the Dial over so the button faces down.

2. Unscrew the battery door by turning it counterclockwise.

3. Insert the battery into the Dial with the positive side facing up.

4. Screw the battery door into place by turning it clockwise until it’s secure.

Goal: Insert the battery into the Dial to turn it on.

Tip: You’ll know you’ve successfully installed the battery when the white light on 
the side of the Dial blinks.
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Button

The light on the Dial should blink when  
the battery is installed correctly.

Battery Door

Battery

Dial
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Attaching the Dial

Steps

Goal: Attach the Dial to your steering wheel in one of the recommended locations.

Install

1. With the button facing you, wrap the Dial around the steering wheel.

2. Push the innermost hole on the end of the Dial strap through the 
corresponding hook next to the battery door until it’s secure.

Tip: It’s easy to change the location of the Dial as you learn what feels comfortable.
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Turning on Navdy
If your Display isn’t already on, start your engine or press the power button  
on the front of Navdy. You’ll know Navdy is on when the power light is  
illuminated and an animation shows on the screen. 

You may need to adjust the lens to make sure it’s in the best viewing position  
for you to see information without taking your eyes off the road. If you need  
a reminder about how to find the best lens position, go back to page 14.

Enjoy
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1. Open the App Store on your iPhone or the Google Play store on your Android.

2. Search for Navdy.

3. Install the app. 

Downloading the Navdy App

Steps

Goal: If you haven’t already, download the Navdy app onto your phone to bring 
your Display to life with maps and directions, call control, and messaging.

Tip: Once you’ve downloaded the app, take a few minutes to personalize it with  
your details to access all the features of your Navdy Display.

Enjoy
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Thanks for Setting Up Navdy
You’re ready to enjoy driving again! If you have any questions or need  
help with your Navdy, get in touch at navdy.com/support.

Make sure to review all warnings, specifications, and warranty  
information in the Navdy box.

Enjoy
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